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12 people have recommended Joshua

"I worked with Josh on the development of an elearning course a few years ago. The course was about the

creation of videogame environments using the Maya 3-D modeling software. My role was as the instructional

designer and his was as subject-matter expert and content developer. Josh was able to produce a very large

volume of high-quality materials (both text and multimedia) well within both budgets and deadlines. He not

only demonstrated a high level of expertise in the subject matter but also showed himself to be extremely

organized and an excellent writer. The course we worked on together won an award for best online course

from the Instructional Technology Council. I can highly recommend Josh for his technical skills,

professionalism, dedication, diligence, and grasp of online pedagogy. He would be a valuable member to a

team in a variety of capacities."

— Todd Luger, Instructional Designer, Savannah College of Art and Design, worked directly with Joshua at
Savannah College of Art and Design

"Joshua has an excellent work ethic and consistently meets deadlines. He is knowledgeable in his field and

can be counted on to produce quality work and provide quality instruction to our students."

— Josephine Leong, Associate Dean, School of Film, Digital Media and Performing Arts, Savannah College
of Art and Design, managed Joshua at Savannah College of Art and Design

"Joshua Lomelino intructed six separate classes of mine at O'More College of Design. His teaching style fits

many different types of learners, while pushing them all to exceed their own expectations. He pushes you to

break out of the creative box that you've "designed" for yourself, forcing you to create new and exciting

visuals for a wide variety of clients/media. I have used the skills that I learned, and the methods for learning

new skills that Josh imparted on us in my careers at both Acxiom, as well as IRON Solutions. Josh made such

an impact on me as a student that I still seek out his opinions/recommendations today."

— Daniel Summers, Student, O'More College of Design, was with another company when working with
Joshua at O'More College of Design

"Josh is not only a great instructor of graphic/web design at O'More College of Design, but an amazingly

talented designer and web guru himself. With a world of knowledge about web design, he is the person I

think of when I have questions. Also, working with Josh, he is highly helpful when called upon for assistance.

He wants to make sure a project is completed at it's fullest potential, as well as that you understand why and

how this happens (which most don't spend time doing). I'd highly recommend Josh for any web project or to
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instruct others in this field. He's a joy to work with!"

— Jennifer Savage Britton, Graphic Designer, O'More College of Design, worked indirectly for Joshua at
O'More College of Design

"Josh Lomelino is a natural leader and effective teacher with strong organization and communication skills

and many years of experience in design and web development. Through my years as one of his students and

then as a professional, I've seen firsthand the positive effect Josh has on those he teaches and guides inside

the classroom. Marked by kindness and an encouraging heart, Josh has remained a man I greatly respect."

— Micah Jones, Student, O'More College of Design, reported to Joshua at O'More College of Design

"As a teacher, Joshua is very attentive, pushing you to do your best. I had him as a teacher for basic animation

and web design classes, and one of the things he does best is get you genuinely excited to do the assignments.

His talents show in his own work as well as in his teaching method -- inspiring and easy to learn from. He

made me happy to take those courses, looking forward to them as well as adding their subjects to the list of

things I love to do. I had a lot of investment in his courses, and the mood has carried on into my career."

— Jessica Cantlope, Student, O'More College of Design, was with another company when working with
Joshua at O'More College of Design

"Joshua Lomelino is a very talented designer/developer along with a great teacher. He teaches in a way that is

easy to learn and pushes you to learn more and achieve great things. I now work as a web designer where I

create custom CMS templates everyday and I would not be where I am today without his specialized

education process. In the course of my schooling I took six of his classes and I enjoyed every one of them.

While they were my most challenging classes they were also the ones I learned the most in!"

— Elle McCann, Student, O'More College of Design, reported to Joshua at O'More College of Design

"This guy is amazing. There really is nothing that he cannot do or figure out how to do. We've known each

other for years and he was one of the first contractors I worked with when I graduated from my post grad

work. He's honest, fast, and always manages to improve any and every project he works on. I highly

recommend Joshua for any project large or small."

— Jason Crossman, VP- Production, The Learning Dock, was with another company when working with
Joshua at Anomaly Studios, LLC

"Joshua's web design and development work exceeded expectations and delivered results. Most importantly,

Joshua is a trusted and honest person. I'm glad our paths crossed."

— Kristin Centers, was Joshua's client

"I had the privilege of taking several design classes taught by Josh Lomelino starting with the very first day of

my college career. From day one we hit the ground running. Josh was determined to teach us as much as he

could in the short amount of time we were given. He didn't just throw concepts at us and move on to the next
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thing. He taught us how to apply the concepts and principles too. All of Josh's design classes were project

based which allowed us to apply the concepts we learned in class and through the required out of class

lectures to real world situations. He would take a look at our work at different stages of our projects and

challenge us to push it farther, make it even better. He didn't ever let us settle for good work. He pushed us to

make it great, to make it the best that it could be. I learned more in Josh's classes than I imagined I could

learn. He is so knowledgeable that you couldn't help but learn something new every day. His classes were

beyond the shadow of a doubt what prepared me for my career. I had gained the basic knowledge of the

design programs and developed a strong set of skills that I needed by the time I had completed his courses. In

fact, I wish I had had the chance to take a few more in depth courses under Josh. Spring semester of my

senior year of college I interned with the Nashville Predators NHL hockey team. Because I had the

knowledge I needed for this internship I was given more responsibility. After a couple weeks of settling in

there I was given the opportunity to work on the entire game night program by myself. From then on out I

was handed the pagination and told to ask for help if I needed it. Aside from the programs, I was given

smaller projects to work on as well. I was able to take on this responsibility and learn even more while I was

there because Josh's classes had prepared me so well. I now work at GA Communications as a production

artist working on ads for Lowe's. Here I use my layout skills on a daily basis. I will continue to use these

skills as well as the many others that Josh taught us in class for many days to come. I really appreciate all the

time and effort he put into helping us get a strong college education and encouraging us to be the best that we

could be."

— Rachel Brenneman, Student, Trevecca Nazarene University, reported to Joshua at Trevecca Nazarene
University

"Josh is the type of professor who helps his students grow by challenging them to push their work farther than

it was before. He has a fantastic eye for design and is able to give insightful constructive criticism. He forms

strong mentoring relationships with his students and even though his classes are challenging both student and

professor emerge with a respect for each other. The greatest lessons I learned from him were hard work and

iteration, skills that have served me well in many aspects of my life. Highly Recommended."

— Jared Usrey, was Joshua's client

"Joshua is a captivating and insightful professor who is extremely knowledgeable in IT work, design and its

subsequent usefulness in the field of education. It was an absolute pleasure to be in his class and would insist

anyone take his courses."

— Gary Beckley, Student, Trevecca Nazarene University, reported to Joshua at Trevecca Nazarene
University

Contact Joshua on LinkedIn
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http://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=72953945&authType=name&authToken=9p-e&goback=%2Epdf_72953945_*1_*2_name_9p*5e_JoshuaLomelino_true_*1

